
ABSTRACT: Much attention has been given to recent decisions in the field of EU citizenship, such as Danon and Alimanovic (Court of Justice: judgment of 11 November 2014, case C-333/13, Elisabeta Danon and Florin Dan v. Jobcenter Leipzig; judgment of 15 September 2015, case C-67/14, Jobcenter Berlin Neukölln v. Nazifa Alimanovic and Others). It is often claimed that the Court of Justice has undermined the value of Union citizenship in order to quell the rising tide against immigration and the free movement of persons within the EU. This Article will depart from this commonly held view, by claiming that rather than being a revolutionary act, the Court’s decision in Danon is merely the logical evolution of the case law on Union citizenship after the adoption of Directive 2004/38. The Court treats Directive 2004/38 as a closed system and will only accept residence fulfilling the conditions mentioned in the Directive as legal residence. The consequences of this evolution are Janus-faced: whilst some Union citizens lose out from the current approach, a strict reliance is beneficial to other categories of Union citizens. An exclusive focus on the Directive can be problematic due to the lack of individualised proportionality assessments, as well as an increasing range of social benefits that can be subjected to residence tests. However, the Court is merely accepting the political choices made by the EU legislature, and thus any criticism of the legal situation of EU citizens under Directive 2004/38 may be better placed against the EU legislature, rather than the judiciary.
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I. **Introduction**

When it comes to welfare entitlement, defining the precise scope of Union citizenship has always been controversial. The decisions of the Court of Justice come under intense scrutiny, with opinion inevitably divided over the role in which the EU judiciary should play in developing the value and rights associated with Union citizenship. Most recently, the “Dano Quartet” has caused a stir, as this line of cases illustrates an apparent shift in the approach of the Court and the ultimate outcomes for applicants.1 There are a number of explanations as to why this shift has occurred. The most common is that the Court has largely abandoned its traditional stance of protecting EU citizens and furthering the value of Union citizenship by interpreting the law away from its market-based confines,2 and that through its decisions the Court is reacting to the current *Zeitgeist* by attempting to help quell the nationalist tide sweeping across Europe.3 Alternatively, rather than the Court changing, it is the “inputs” it receives, i.e. the “deserving” nature of the applicants in question, which have led to controversial decisions such as *Dano* and *Alimanovic*.4

However, this Article will put forward a different, more orthodox reading of the Court’s case law concerning the legal integration of EU citizens and their access to social benefits. As others have suggested, either explicitly or implicitly,5 it will be claimed that

---

1 This is defined as the series of cases concerning “special non-contributory cash benefits”, which runs through Court of Justice: judgment of 19 September 2013, case C-140/12, *Brey*; judgment of 11 November 2014, case C-333/13, *Dano*; judgment of 15 September 2015, case C-67/14, *Alimanovic*; judgment of 25 February 2016, case C-299/14, *García-Nieto and Others*.


4 G. DAVIES, *Has the Court Changed, or Have the Cases? The Deservingness of Litigants as an Element in Court of Justice Citizenship Adjudication*, in *Journal of European Public Policy*, 2018, p. 1442 et seq.

rather than engaging in a “swift dismantling project” of the Union citizenship acquis,6 Dano and Alimanovic are not the revolutionary cases that they are sometimes asserted to be. Instead, the developments both before and after Dano can be attributed to a natural evolution of the case law following the introduction of Directive 2004/38. In this respect, it will be argued that the alleged “patchwork” of citizenship case law is less patchy and more coherent than commonly assumed.7 In doing so, it will test the hypothesis that, in fact, the reasoning and outcomes of the decisions, despite some minor details, are on the whole convincing.8 In other words, setting aside the fractious normative and political arguments surrounding the cases, it will be claimed that legal developments can be explained as mostly logical and predictable evolution of the law. This “evolution” can be best explained as “interpretation cessat in claris”, and conforms to the standard method of legal reasoning used by the Court, which dictates that so long as the wording of a legal text is clear, there is no reason to search for a more purposive or teleological meaning beyond its ordinary understanding, as is the case with the adoption and interpretation of Directive 2004/38.9

This evolution of the law will be laid out in five stages, in which the Court defined the legal position of economically inactive EU citizens, as well as their residence rights and ability to access social benefits. In this respect, it will be asserted that the key turning point in the case law was in fact the Förster case in 2008.10 It was then that the Court first shifted from a qualitative approach, based on a teleological understanding of the concept of Union citizenship under the Treaty provisions, and using concepts such as “genuine” or “real” links, and “certain level(s) of integration”, to a much more quantitative approach, based on a formalistic, textual interpretation of the definitions and conditions for social entitlements and legal residence contained in Directive 2004/38. Despite one or two exceptions, this approach was gradually consolidated in other cases, such as Ziółkowski and later Dano.11 The decisions taken by the Court are of course always embedded in a complex mixture of legal and non-legal factors, which all have likely contributed to the Court’s

---

10 Court of Justice, judgment of 18 November 2008, case C-158/07, Förster. For example, see the difference between G. DAVIES, Has the Court Changed, or Have the Cases?, cit., and A. HOOGENBOOM, OJEU Case Law on EU Citizenship: Normatively Consistent? Unlikely! A Response to Davies “Has the Court Changed, or Have the Cases?”, in EU Law Analysis, 13 November 2018, eulawanalysis.blogspot.com.
11 Court of Justice, judgment of 21 December 2011, joined cases C-424/10 and C-425/10, Ziółkowski and Szeja, Dano, cit.
attitude and approach. However, it will be shown that the Dano judgment can be seen as a product of rather conventional evolution of case law after the adoption of Directive 2004/38, rather than a full-on departure from the pre-existing acquis.

The Article will then move on to discuss some of the consequences arising from the Court’s formalistic interpretation of Directive 2004/38. For EU citizens, the Court’s approach is Janus-faced. On the one hand, the inherent privilege for economically active individuals within the Directive will lead to a more precarious position for EU citizens already existing at the margins of society, who can lose protection and even legal residence. The other side of the coin is increased rights for other individuals, such as family members, permanent residents and same-sex spouses, who can benefit from the Directive. The exclusive focus on the Directive is also problematic due to the lack of individualised proportionality tests and automatic tests of legal residence, as well as the ever-broadening scope of social assistance and the range of social benefits that can be subjected to residence tests. It will be concluded that despite the problems associated with a strict interpretation of the Directive, particular for certain groups of EU citizens, it has to be acknowledged that the Court is merely accepting the political choices made by the EU legislature, and by applying such rules as laid down in secondary legislation, the Court is sticking to its standard method of legal reasoning. As such, any criticism of the legal situation of EU citizens under Directive 2004/38, which is often valid and justified, may be better placed against the EU legislature rather than the judiciary.

II. A FIVE-STEP EVOLUTION: INTEGRATION, LAWFUL RESIDENCE AND SOCIAL BENEFITS

The following section will briefly explain how legal residence and in particular access to social benefits for economically inactive EU citizens, which range from job-seeker allowances, minimum subsistence fees, to student maintenance grants, has developed over time. In five steps, it will be shown that the Dano and Alimanovic decisions should not be seen as surprising or even revolutionary decisions but rather as a product of a logical and legally coherent progression of the law following the adoption of Directive 2004/38.

II.1. STEP 1: THE EARLY CASES

Accessing a Member State’s “circle of solidarity” has never been open-ended or unconditional for economically inactive EU citizens. Traditionally, workers, the self-employed

12 G. Davies, Has the Court Changed, or Have the Cases?, cit., p. 1443; U. Šadl, S. Sankari, Why Did the Citizenship Jurisprudence Change?, cit.
and their family members were awarded equal treatment not only with regard to accessing employment and working conditions in the strict sense but also with regard to all other social advantages enjoyed by domestic workers and Member State nationals,\textsuperscript{15} including accessing all manner of social benefits. Other categories of individuals moving throughout the EU were not granted such far-reaching equal treatment rights.\textsuperscript{16} Following the introduction of EU citizenship in the Treaty of Maastricht, academic discussion was divided about its precise nature in this regard, and it took a while before the Court stepped into this discussion in the 1990s with a series of judgments which defined the value of EU citizenship.\textsuperscript{17}

In Martínez Sala, the Court held that a Spanish national residing lawfully in Germany for over 20 years could not be denied equal treatment with regard to social (security) benefits, in the form of a child benefit,\textsuperscript{18} solely because her residence permit granted on the basis of national law had expired and she was yet to receive a new one. In this seminal case, the Court first linked the freedom of EU citizens to move and reside throughout the Union with the principle of equal treatment.\textsuperscript{19} The decision excited many commentators about the prospect of equal treatment being extended beyond the realms of economic activity and to arise solely on the basis of residence.\textsuperscript{20} At first,

\textsuperscript{14}H. Verschueren, Preventing “Benefit Tourism” in the EU: A Narrow or Broad Interpretation of the Possibilities Offered by the ECJ in Dano?, in Common Market Law Review, 2015, p. 364.


\textsuperscript{18}Defined as a family benefit under Art. 1, para. u, let. i), of Regulation (EEC) 1408/71 of the Council of 14 June 1971 on the application of social security schemes to employed persons and their families moving within the Community; see also Court of Justice, judgment of 12 May 1998, case C-85/96, Martínez Sala v. Freistaat Bayern, para. 24.

\textsuperscript{19}Art. 8, para. 2, TEC (now Arts 20 and 21 TFEU) and Art. 6 TEC (now Art. 18 TFEU) respectively.

this seemed attainable, as the scope of Union citizenship and the link between any kind of legal residence and equal treatment was extended further in the cases of Baumbast and Trojani.

In Baumbast, even though no social benefit was at stake, the Court found a national measure rejecting a right of residence for Mr Baumbast's Colombian wife disproportionate, even though he arguably failed to meet the conditions laid down in the Residency Directive 90/364. His health insurance did not cover all risks, as was technically required by this predecessor to Directive 2004/38. The Court held that he could, nevertheless, rely directly on Art. 18 of the Treaty establishing the European Community (TEC), now Art. 21 TFEU, to obtain a right to reside and consequently equal treatment. Baumbast showed that Directive 90/364, a Directive adopted before EU citizenship was introduced into the EC Treaty, did not limit the wider application of Art. 18 TEC to persons who arguably had no right of residence under secondary legislation.

The Court developed this line of argument further in Trojani, where a Frenchman residing in Belgium and working for the Salvation Army in return for "pocket money", food, and shelter was denied access to the Belgian "minimex" social assistance benefit. In its decision, the Court outlined three situations in which an application for social assistance must be granted. The first is if they can be classified as a worker and are engaged in "genuine" economic activity. The second is if the individual has resided in the host-Member State for a "period of time" (à la Martínez Sala). Trojani added a third situation, where the individual was in possession of a residence permit granted on the basis of national law. This was held to be enough to demonstrate lawful residence also from the perspective of EU law, with all the benefits that that status entails. This again demonstrated that a right of residence could be established outside the conditions under applicable secondary legislation. As shall be seen, this far-reaching approach that blurs the distinction between national and EU-based residence is now obsolete in the wake of Directive 2004/38.

Even during this period in which cases were mostly decided in favour of the applicants, the Court, nonetheless, reiterated the ability of Member States to protect their welfare system from unreasonable burdens posed by EU citizens. In Baumbast, the Court emphasised that whilst the preamble to Directive 90/364 stated that individuals must not become an unreasonable burden on the host Member State, this was not the case with either Mr Baumbast or the members of his family. In Trojani, the Court again emphasised that the right to move and reside is not unconditional and can be limited to ensure the EU citizen has "sufficient resources to avoid becoming a burden on

22 Court of Justice, judgment of 17 September 2002, case C-413/99, Baumbast and R, see C. TIMMERMANS, Martínez Sala and Baumbast Revisited, in M. POIARES MADURO, L. AZOULAI (eds), The Past and Future of EU Law, cit., pp. 345-355.
23 Baumbast and R, cit., paras 90-92.
the social assistance system”,24 even if Mr Trojani’s specific situation was not considered.25 These formative cases emphasised the independent legal value of Union citizenship by linking what is now Art. 21 TFEU directly with the right to equal treatment under Art. 18 TFEU. National residence status was also linked with equal treatment, with primary law seemingly trumping both EU secondary legislation, which at the time preceded the introduction of Union citizenship, as well as national legislation, with any restriction having to be judged in the light of proportionality.26

II.2. Step 2: The Reign of Vague Legal Formulas

The next wave of cases that reached the Court before the adoption of Directive 2004/38 concerned a variety of categories of social benefits ranging from student loans to unemployment benefits. Whilst the legal environments which governed the access to these benefits were quite different, the Court dealt with this variety of social benefits in a surprisingly similar fashion. In Grzelczyk and Bidar, two cases which concerned the rights of students in accessing minimum subsistence benefits and student financing,27 the Court developed a complicated formula to test when individuals can access equal rights regarding access to social benefits and when such access can be denied. On paper, these formulas recognised the legitimate interest of Member States to protect the financial sustainability of their welfare systems. However, in practice they strengthened the position of individual applicants vis-à-vis the State, again arguably circumventing conditions contained in applicable secondary legislation. It should be noted that in the case of students, Directive 93/96 was adopted shortly before the Treaty of Maastricht entered into force in November 1993 and is slightly different from the situation in stage 1 where the relevant secondary law was adopted clearly before Maastricht.

Grzelczyk concerned a French student in Belgium claiming minimum subsistence assistance in the final year of his studies. Art. 1 of Directive 93/96 stated that students must assure national authorities that they were in possession of sufficient resources to avoid becoming a burden on the host-state’s social assistance system, whilst Art. 4 further stated that students would have a right of residence so long as these conditions were met. Despite this, the Court held that denying a right of residence could never be the “automatic consequence” of a mere request of social assistance,28 and that the Member State in question must demonstrate “a degree of financial solidarity” with the migrant, assuming the difficulties are temporary and the individual does not become an “unreasonable” bur-

24 Court of Justice, judgment of 7 September 2004, case C-456/02, Trojani, para. 33.
25 Ibid., paras 32-33.
26 N. NIC SHUIBHNE, Limits Rising, Duties Ascending, cit.
28 Grzelczyk cit., para. 43.
den on the public finances of the host state. In doing so, the Court introduced a subtle
distinction between burdens that could be considered “reasonable” and those so “unrea-
sonable” as to break this bond of financial solidarity between the host-state and the mi-
grant student, even if Belgium could in theory still revoke or refuse to renew Mr
Grzelczyk’s residence permit. However, the decision gave no real indication as to how to
define the terms “unreasonable burden”, “automatic consequences” and “temporary
problems”. This was not helpful to national administrators and created a constant threat
denying such an application for social assistance benefits who claim to be hit by tem-
porary financial difficulties could be subsequently found to breach the bond of financial sol-
liarity, as it would not constitute an unreasonable burden in the particular case.

In Bidar, the Court reiterated that a “genuine link” between the applicant and the
host society which could expressed through a “sufficient level” of integration, which
would allow economically inactive students to access student financing in the host
state. The UK rule, which required three years’ residence to establish such a link was
held, in principle, to be legal. However, it was too restrictive as it made it impossible
for nationals of other Member States to demonstrate “integration” in any way other
than three years’ residence. Assessing Mr Bidar’s situation, the Court found that as he
had undergone a significant portion of his secondary education in the UK, a “genuine
link” with British society could be established. Like in Grzelczyk, the Court did not de-
define the terminology used. Authorities only knew that 1) three years’ residence was not
suitable as an exclusive category for determining a “sufficient degree of integration”;
and that 2) such a sufficient degree of integration existed after undergoing a significant
portion of secondary education in the host State. Member States could theoretically
protect their social assistance systems from unreasonable burdens by denying claims
from individuals with an insufficient links to the host societies. However, the vague for-
mula provided by the Court always meant that they faced an elevated risk of violating
EU law. A similar formula was constructed in the context of jobseekers’ allowances
under the free movement of workers, without any of the terminology being concretely
defined. In Collins, the Court held that a period of working in the UK for 15 years before
a claim for a jobseeker’s allowance was lodged was too distant to establish a “sufficiently
close connection” with the UK’s labour market. However, a “genuine link” between the

29 Ibid., para. 44.
30 D. Kostakopoulou, European Union Citizenship: Writing the Future, in European Law Journal, 2007,
31 Grzelczyk cit., paras 42-43.
32 Bidar cit., para. 52.
33 Ibid., para. 61.
34 Ibid., paras 60-62.
35 N. Nie Shuibhne, What I Tell You Three Times Is True: Lawful Residence and Equal Treatment After
Dano, in Maastricht Journal of European and Comparative Law, 2016, p. 920.
jobseeker and the employment market could be established through a “reasonable period” of residence within which the candidate “genuinely” sought work. This would oblige the Member State to grant social benefits “intended to facilitate access to employment in the labour market”.  

The Court has intermittently used such an approach after the adoption of Directive 2004/38, with the most recent example being Brey, decided in 2013. It is argued here that this case is more of an outlier inspired by the older purposive approach of the Court. The case concerned yet another form of social benefit, this time a pension supplement, however, the Court used the same vague formula to determine its accessibility. Austria rejected the claim of a retired German couple, stating that they did not have legal residence under Directive 2004/38 due to their insufficient income. In its judgment, the Third Chamber of the Court emphasised the link between Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38 and the requirement not to rely on welfare benefits in the country of residence. However, it also stated the common dictum that an “automatic” denial of social assistance based on the presumption of insufficient resources is not permitted. Instead, the Member State in question must assess on a case-by-case basis whether an individual places an unreasonable burden on the welfare system of the state as a whole, by reference to the personal circumstances of the individual, and must comply with the principle of proportionality. This, therefore, required national authorities to assess every single claim, even during the first three months of residence where Directive 2004/38 rules out social assistance, against the impact such granting would have on the financial stability of the national welfare system overall. The formula put a heavy burden on the Member States and authorities while handing a significant advantage to individual applicants, and presupposed assessments that many (decentralized) administrations in charge of granting social benefits will find impossible to perform in practice. Brey was rendered by the Third Chamber of the Court in the year 2013 and seems out of place compared to subsequent developments. By 2014 the Grand Chamber of the Court had already moved on and adjusted its approach not only in Da-

36 Court of Justice, judgment of 23 March 2004, case C-138/02, Collins, para. 69.
37 Ibid., para. 63.
39 Brey, cit., paras 63-64.
40 Art. 6 of Directive 2004/38/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 29 April 2004 on the right of citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside freely within the territory of the Member States.
41 N. NIC SHUIBHNE, Limits Rising, Duties Ascending, cit.; C. O’BRIEN, United in Adversity, cit., p. 49; see also C. O’BRIEN, The ECJ Sacrifices EU Citizenship in Vain, cit., p. 216.
42 Brey, cit.
no but also in Förster and Ziolkowski.43 This suggests that Brey is the “swansong” of the Court’s old qualitative approach, sang solely by the Third Chamber, rather than a signal of continuity of the orthodox approach.44

II.3. STEP 3: THE FORSTER JUDGMENT AS A TURNING POINT

Directive 2004/38 had the purpose of unifying the fragmented legal landscape consisting of several Directives and Regulations for various groups of EU citizens into one coherent piece of legislation.45 Furthermore, it sought to codify case law interpreting the rights of EU citizens, which was mostly interpreting Treaty provisions directly. At the same time, it must also be seen as the expression of the EU legislator fulfilling its role under Arts 20 and 21 TFEU to adopt secondary legislation providing for the enjoyment, but also for the limitation and conditions of free movement rights, as opposed to pre-existing Directives. It was adopted specifically on the Union citizenship and equal treatment bases, giving further effect to these primary law rights. We argue here that the Court of Justice effectively took the adoption of Directive 2004/38 as an opportunity to review and adjust its case law. This is akin to what happened in the first step described above, albeit the mirror image of the early cases of the Court, when the Court took the introduction of Union citizenship as an occasion to re-define its approach to free movement in the light of newly established Treaty provisions. The first opportunity the Court had to do this reversal was the Förster case rendered in 2008, although the facts of the case took place prior to the adoption and transposition of Directive 2004/38.46

Jacqueline Förster was a German national who had studied in Amsterdam. Because she was working, she was able to claim Dutch study benefits as she was an EU worker and therefore entitled to all “social advantages” under Art. 7, para. 2, of Regulation 1612/68. However, during a regular check at a later stage of her studies the Dutch authorities discovered that Ms Förster was not employed for a short period of time and asked her to repay the benefits she received during these months. Relying on the Bidar case, Ms Förster argued that she had a sufficient degree of integration and genuine links with the Netherlands and could not be obliged to repay the benefits received. The case seemed an appropriate opportunity to merge the elements of allowing for access to social benefits because of a “certain degree of integration” known from Bidar with the elements of tem-

43 Ziolkowski and Szeja, cit.; Förster, cit.
44 N. Nic Shuibhne, Limits Rising, Duties Ascending, cit., pp. 892, 905-907; D. Schiek, Perspectives on Social Citizenship in the EU, cit., pp. 360-361.
poral financial solidarity known from Grzelczyk. However, this did not happen. Instead, the Court dramatically changed the substance of the “certain degree of integration” test to access the welfare system of the host-Member State as an economically inactive student, while the very wording of the test used by the Court stated exactly the same. In Bidar, three years’ residence was just one indicator allowed to consider if a genuine link existed. In Förster, the Court accepted the Dutch rule defining five years’ legal residence as the only way of proving a sufficient degree of integration. This condition was by itself held proportionate to the legitimate aim of guaranteeing a genuine link.

In its reasoning, the Court signalled the importance of permanent residence under Art. 16, para. 1, of Directive 2004/38, which also requires five years of legal and continuous residence, even though the Directive was not applicable to the facts of the case. It is remarkable that the Court was able to shift from a qualitative to a quantitative test that assumes a sufficient level of integration only after five year's residence without changing one word in how the reasoning is formulated. Rather, by linking it to the Directive, it was the entire meaning of the concepts that changed. The decision meant in practice that students needed to either be economically active or have permanent residence status under Art. 16, para. 1, of the Directive before they were entitled to student grants and loans. This decision by the Court immediately created more legal certainty and made things much easier for national administrators. It also signalled to Member States that a strict word-for-word transposition of the Directive including restrictions to access public benefits for students would not be struck down by the Court on the basis of primary EU law and earlier decisions such as Bidar. The rules as contained in the Directive, particularly those relating to permanent residence and student financing were a key part of the political compromise leading to the Directive's adoption. As later case law has shown, this promise was lived-up to by the Court.


The next step in our evolution was Ziółkowski, decided in 2011 and which concerned the nature of the newly established permanent residence status under the Directive.
In particular, it threw light on the issue of which forms of residence gives access to permanent residence rights under Art. 16, para. 1, and whether the qualifying residence period of five years could have started before Directive 2004/38 had entered into force and transposed by Member States, or even before the EU citizen's Member State of origin joined the EU. The Court had already established previously in Lassal that residence completed “in accordance with earlier European Union law instruments” should be considered when determining whether there has been five years residence under Art. 16, para. 1. However, Ziolkowski concerned the relationship between Art. 16, para. 1, permanent residence and residence on the basis of national humanitarian law, even though the applicants were economically inactive and did not have sufficient resources under Art. 7. In his Opinion, the Advocate General cited the Court’s reasoning in Dias, which stated that permanent residence under Directive 2004/38 was, above all, a tool to assist with the integration of EU citizens in the host Member State. In his Opinion, this meant that length of residence on the basis of national law as well as EU law should be considered, as well as taking into account other “qualitative factors”.

However, the Court continued on the path of a more textual, formalistic interpretation of the Directive. Instead of accepting at all types of legal residence under EU and national law, the Court held that the definition of “legal” and “continuous” residence for five years under Art. 16, para. 1, of the Directive must be interpreted autonomously from national law. There is, after all, no reference to national law in Arts 7 or 16, para. 1, of Directive 2004/38. Hence only residence in conformity with Art. 7 of the Directive can lead to permanent residences status under Art. 16, para. 1. This includes, however, periods of residence in compliance with the conditions mentioned in Art. 7 before the entry into force of the Directive and even before the accession of new Member States. In Ziolkowski, the applicants could not prove that they had sufficient resources in the five-year period before requesting permanent residence, hence their residence did not comply with the conditions of Art. 7 of the Directive and permanent residence under Art. 16, para. 1, could not be established.

Neither the Advocate General nor the Court mentioned the Förster judgment in Ziolkowski. Others have, therefore, marked Ziolkowski and not Förster as the turning point from a rights-opening to a rights-closing approach only. Yet, it is our claim that

---

53 Court of Justice, judgment of 7 October 2010, case C-162/09, Lassal, para. 40.  
54 Court of Justice, judgment of 21 July 2011, case C-325/09, Dias, para. 64; Opinion of AG Bot delivered on 14 September 2011, joined cases C-424/10 and C-425/10, Ziolkowski and Szeja, para. 53.  
55 Opinion of AG Bot, Ziolkowski and Szeja, cit., paras 53-54.  
56 Ziolkowski and Szeja, cit., para. 63; see also M. JESSE, Joined Cases C-424/10, Tomasz Ziolkowski v. Land Berlin, and C-425/10, Barbara Szeja, Maria-Magdalena Szeja, Marlton Szeja v. Land Berlin, Judgement of the Court of Justice (Grand Chamber) of 21 December 2011, nr., cit.  
both cases form a continuum. The absence of Förster in Ziolkowski may be because
the subject matter in each case was different, or because, at least officially, the Direc-
tive did not yet apply in Förster. Whilst Förster dealt with student grants, it did touch
upon permanent residence under Directive 2004/38 indirectly as five years of legal
residence was the only way under Dutch law to show the required “degree of integra-
tion”. However, the seeds sowed in Förster in 2008 fell on fertile ground in Ziolkowski, which confirmed the
closed system to define the conditions for legal residence and resulting equal treatment
exclusively on Directive 2004/38. After these two judgments the Directive emerged as the
only frame within which the Court establishes legality of residence of EU citizens. In
Förster, this link was more indirect, by validating Dutch law which transposed the Di-
rective.58 In both cases, however, only the Directive and the choices made by the EU legis-
lator therein were looked at to determine the status of the applicant in a distinct
departure from the above mentioned pre-Förster jurisprudence on Union citizenship.

ii.5. Step 5: Dano, Alimanovic and beyond: the inevitable and logical
next step?

Our final step is the Dano case and subsequent decisions of the Court. In Dano, the
Court allowed Germany to refuse social minimum assistance benefits for an unem-
ployed Romanian mother, because she did not meet the conditions for legal residence
in Art. 7 Directive 2004/38. She was neither a worker nor did she have sufficient re-
sources at her disposal. Therefore, she could not rely on the right to equal treatment
under Art. 24, para. 1.59 Simply put, Dano confirmed that individuals cannot claim equal
treatment under Art. 24 unless they have a right to reside under Art. 7 of Directive
2004/38, at least within the first five years of their residence in the host Member
State.60 As in Ziolkowski, the Court assessed legal residence and equal treatment rights
exclusively within the framework created by Directive 2004/38. It declined to consider
any potential quantitative or qualitative factors or “links” between Ms Dano and Ger-
many outside of the Directive.

It is our contention that after Förster and Ziolkowski, the judgment in Dano was inevi-
table. If Union citizens, after Ziolkowski, need to comply with the conditions laid down in
Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38 in order to obtain long-term residence status under Art. 16, pa-

58 In Förster, cit., para. 55, the Court explicitly discusses permanent residence in the context of Art.
other than workers, self-employed persons, persons who retain such status and members of their fami-
lies (i.e. students) the host Member State is not obliged to grant maintenance assistance for studies, in-
cluding vocational training, consisting in student grants or student loans, to students who have not ac-
quired the right of permanent residence”.

59 Dano, cit., para. 82.

60 D. Thym, When Union Citizens Turn into Illegal Migrants: The Dano Case, in European Law Review,
2015, p. 249 et seq.; N. Nic Shiubhne, Limits Rising, Duties Ascending, cit.
ra. 1, then it stands to reason that they must comply with the conditions of Art. 7 during the initial five-year period of residence if they wish to claim equal treatment and social benefits under the same legal instrument. Separate concepts of legal residence for the purposes of Arts 6, 7, 16, para. 1, and/or 24, of Directive 2004/38 would be detrimental to legal certainty and coherence, which the Directive was meant to introduce. Put in simple terms, after Förster, Ziółkowski, and Dano, access to permanent residence, legal residence and equal treatment, including access to social benefits for economically inactive EU citizens, depends entirely on the same form of legal residence under Directive 2004/38. Primary EU law effectively plays no more role in this regard.

The Court followed the same logic in 2015 in Alimanovic. The case concerned a Swedish mother and her daughters, who returned to Germany in 2010 after some years’ absence. They worked intermittently for 11 months before they lodged an application for social minimum subsistence benefits. The question was whether, as jobseekers who were formerly employed years ago and for 11 months just prior to their application, they should retain the status of worker, or be treated as jobseekers. Against the advice of AG Wathelet, the Court upheld the link made in Dano between residence in conformity with Art. 7 and equal treatment under Art. 24, para. 1, of the Citizens’ Directive. As in Dano and Ziółkowski, their residence and equal treatment rights were assessed under the Directive only, with primary EU law playing no role. The Court then proceeded to apply the rules on retaining worker status as laid down in the Directive. According to Art. 7, para. 3, let. c), of Directive 2004/38, Union citizens retain the status of worker for a minimum of six months, after employment of less than 12 months. Hence Ms Alimanovic and her daughter could not retain worker status for longer than six months. Whilst they still could reside as a jobseeker under Art. 14, para. 4, let. b), the express derogation in Art. 24, para. 2, allowed Germany to deny them social assistance. Whilst not decisive in the case itself, the Court also established a new test for determining what is an “unreasonable” burden under the Directive. It moved away from a duty to establish that each individual claim of social security benefits would amount to an unreasonable burden, and instead held that “while an individual claim might not place the Member State concerned under an unreasonable burden, the accumulation of all the individual claims which would be submitted to it would be bound to do so”. The final case of the Dano “Quartet” is García-Nieto. The case concerned two Spanish nationals that moved to Germany in 2012. The couple were neither married nor in a civil partnership but did have a child together. The mother moved in April 2012 with their
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common child in order to work, whilst the father moved in June of the same year with his child from a previous relationship. After arriving in Germany, the father applied for a minimum subsistence social assistance under the German Social Law, i.e. the Hartz-4 benefit under the German Social Code II (SGB II), the same social benefits as in Dano, from July until September. His claim was denied because he had not been residing in Germany for longer than three months. The Court held that the father and son were not entitled to this social assistance benefit as Art. 24 of Directive 2004/38 contained an explicit derogation whereby the host Member State is not obliged to grant social assistance during the first three months of residence. The Court emphasized, as did the Advocate General, that this limitation according to Recital 10 of the Directive seeks to maintain the “financial equilibrium of the social assistance systems of the Member States”. The Court also makes a link with the system of retention of worker status in Alimanovic, asserting that Directive 2004/38 approach by confirming that the German rule excluding such persons from social assistance claims guarantees a “significant level of legal certainty and transparency […] while complying with the principle of proportionality”. The Court here also confirms the new approach taken in Alimanovic to determining what is an unreasonable burden.

II.6. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LAW

After describing the evolution of case law throughout the above mentioned five steps, it is necessary to reflect on the changing legal framework for EU citizenship during this period. The Court has had to define the temporal and constitutional relationship between pre-existing secondary EU law, the provisions on Union citizenship, as well as Directive 2004/38. The introduction of EU citizenship in 1993 did not immediately lead to a revision of pre-existing secondary law by the EU legislator. As such, it was not until 2004 that the full range of rights and conditions applicable to EU citizens was codified. Beforehand, the Court was required to “fill out” the Treaty provisions on EU citizenship and define their precise relationship with secondary pre-existing secondary legislation in its acquis as has been shown above in steps 1 and 2. The Court did not overrule
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existing secondary law or bluntly ignore it. Instead, it merely adopted its case law to a
new legal situation after the introduction of the primary law rights contained in the pro-
visions on EU citizenship through a teleological interpretation of the law. What hap-
pened in steps 3, 4, and 5 (see supra) with and after the Förster and Ziolkowski cases is
the mirror image to this development. Directive 2004/38 was adopted on a host of legal
bases, inter alia Art. 18 TEC (now Art. 21 TFEU) and concerns the rights and obligations
of all EU citizens. The Directive codified parts of the Court’s case law and also intro-
duced new ideas and wishes of the EU legislator, such as those of permanent residence
status and a specific provision on equal treatment. Such notions are absent from the
pre-existing Directives as well as the primary law provisions on Union citizenship.
Directive 2004/38 is therefore much clearer in defining the precise status and rights,
including equal treatment rights, of all European migrants, which were the result of the
Union’s (albeit imperfect) democratic decision making process, at least when com-
pared to the loose combination of primary law rights combined with pre-existing sec-
ondary legislation. From this perspective, it is logical that the new legal situation after
the adoption of Directive 2004/38 would influence the evolution of the case law. Just like
after the introduction of Union citizenship, a new legal environment was created, and
the Court took note and adjusted its approach accordingly, shifting towards a more
formal, strict reliance on the wording of the Directive.

This is not a radical departure from the Court’s traditional approach to legal reason-
ing but rather its explicit, albeit largely theoretical, approach. This is based on the
“classic” textual, contextual and purposive approach applied by other national courts.
This suggests that, assuming the ordinary meaning of the text is clear, the Court need
not develop further contextual or teleological interpretations of the law. That being
said, the Court of Justice is not always consistent in the weight or ranking it gives to tex-
tual or purposive interpretations, and whether it has relied purely on the wording of the
text in question, or primarily purposive criteria. However, the Court broadly applies
the same reasoning as other courts, and contrary to what some commentators suggest,
evidence from its case law suggests that it does focus most heavily on textual argu-
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ments when deciding cases, a trend which has increased significantly in recent years.\textsuperscript{82} The Court’s approach must therefore be seen as part of this overall trend.

A strict literal interpretation of the law is not unproblematic. It ignores the context and real-life consequences of individual cases, as well as the social or historical circumstances behind the adoption of the text, including the weight given to multiple purposes associated with it, and the context in which the applicable word or phrase is placed. As such, a level of purpose is inherent when interpreting any legal rule.\textsuperscript{83} In fact, even in \textit{Dano} the Court felt the need to look at the purpose of Art. 7 of the Directive, which is intended to prevent persons from becoming an unreasonable burden.\textsuperscript{84} This is suggested to deviate from other situations in which the Court has considered the purpose of Directive 2004/38.\textsuperscript{85} However, to stray too far away from the ordinary meaning of the Directive’s rules would effectively ignore its adoption entirely and could create a situation where no social benefits could ever be denied from EU migrants.\textsuperscript{86} It would also run counter to the principles of legal certainty and inter-institutional balance enshrined in Art. 13, para. 2, TEU.\textsuperscript{87} It sometimes seems that the Court is criticised simply for giving meaning to Directive 2004/38. For example, it is suggested that the Court has contributed towards the more widespread and sustained recent shift from a “predominantly rights-opening to predominantly rights-curbing assessments of citizenship rights”.\textsuperscript{88} This is expanded upon by Niamh Nic Shuibhne in more detail: “the Court poured the content of the primary right to equal treatment into a statement in secondary law. That method turns the standard approach to conditions and limits on its head – the latter no longer temper equal treatment rights; they constitute the rights”.\textsuperscript{89} Under this perspective, the Directive is brought up to “constitutional level”, and yet the Court does not apply a constitutional level review because it fails to review the legitimacy of legislative acts \textit{vis-à-vis} the Treaty and wider general principles. As such, it is no longer clear that individuals residing on the basis of national law, but not EU law, will be able to benefit from equal treatment rights outside the Directive. In simple terms, the criticism is that the Court seems to have abandoned its case law based on primary EU law because of provisions found in secondary EU law, i.e. Directive 2004/38, an inferior source of law to the Treaties.\textsuperscript{90}
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The problem with such criticism is that the primary EU law itself explicitly mentions that Union citizens can only exercise their rights “in accordance with the conditions and limits defined by the Treaties and by the measures adopted thereunder”. Free movement rights are “subject to the limitations and conditions laid down in the Treaties and by the measures adopted to give them effect”. Both Arts 20, 21, TFEU suggest that the Directive merely fulfils its constitutional role laid down in the Treaties in defining the conditions and limitations under which EU citizens can move. This is different to the pre-existing secondary legislation which did not “give effect” to such primary rights. In other words, within the clear mandate given to the EU legislator in the Treaties, and on the basis of all legal bases related to the free movement of persons, the Directive comprehensively covers residency and equal treatment rights, as well as the limits thereof for all groups of EU citizens moving to another Member State. It is therefore the explicit objective of the Directive to codify and harmonise the precise conditions for the enjoyment of free-movement rights of all EU citizens as laid down in the Treaties. The Directive effectively sets a floor of minimum standards that the Member States must abide by, e.g. providing for six months’ retained worker status after a period of less than 12 months employment, but will allow the Member States discretion to go beyond this once they meet these minimum conditions. Crucially, however, Member States cannot be forced to do so based on case law preceding the Directive. A different approach in the line of cases starting with Förster and ending with the above mentioned “Dano-quartet” based on earlier case law would have meant that the Court would have gone against the exact wording of Directive 2004/38, which has to be seen as the expression of the EU legislator based on a firm mandate in the Treaties. It would be strange for the Court to act as if this did not exist by relying on case law from the preceding era. If this was the standard of judicial review in the future, the room of manoeuvre for the EU legislator would be significantly limited. Bearing these legal facts in mind, it seems unfair to solely criticise the Court for applying the law of the land in the form of Directive 2004/38, albeit strictly, rather than the EU legislator for adopting the Directive in its current form.

91 Art. 20 TFEU, last sentence (ex. Art. 17 TEC).
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94 See Art. 37 of Directive 2004/38, cit., which explicitly states that it shall not affect any laws, regulations or administrative provisions “which would be more favourable to the persons covered by this Directive”.
II.7. EVOLUTION, NOT REVOLUTION

The five-step evolution of the case law leaves Union citizens in the following position: First, access to equal treatment, including social benefits and access to permanent residence depend on legal residence. Second, legal residence is exclusively determined with reference to Directive 2004/38. In other words, without legal residence under Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38, with very limited exceptions, neither equal treatment nor permanent residence can be successfully claimed. Third, the Dano “revolution” was an example of a quite ordinary evolution of judicial interpretation. This evolution began with the Förster judgment, when the Court first started to assess the legal situation of applicants exclusively within the system created by Directive 2004/38 itself, and continued with Ziółkowski, Dano, Alimanovic and other subsequent cases. The Court clearly no longer considers that it is its role to create teleological concepts such as “genuine links” or “sufficient degrees of integration” to determine the rights of applicants directly under the Treaties. Instead, all that is required is a strict reliance on the normal meaning of the wording contained in Directive 2004/38. From this perspective, the decisive and exclusive reference to Directive 2004/38 has contributed to legal certainty and is judicially coherent and, in fact, the comparative lack of attention in the recent discussion on the Ziółkowski and Förster cases, at least when compared to Dano, is surprising.

Whilst interesting for academic debate and providing a lot of room for manoeuvre for lawyers, the vague formulas described in step 2 above were next to useless in daily administrative practice. As Nic Shuibhne notes, “case-by-case assessments are far from perfect, especially from the perspectives of legal certainty and workability”. They give very little guidance as to precisely when a claim can be denied. This makes it difficult for authorities to know exactly when they can legally deny a claim to protect integrity of the national welfare system, something that was always permissible, at least in theory, according to the Court. As the Court has explained, the shift in approach was indeed to create a more legally certain system. In Alimanovic and Garcia-Nieto, the Court asserts that the German rule at hand enables those concerned to know “without any ambiguity, what their rights and obligations are”, and as such guarantees “a significant level of legal cer-

96 A notable exception being Court of Justice, judgment of 19 June 2014, case C-507/12, Saint Prix, where the Court held that a women could retain the status of worker after leaving work due to the “physical constraints of the late stages of pregnancy” as long as she returns to work within “a reasonable period”.
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tainty and transparency in the context of the award of social assistance. The idea is that creating strict identifiable rules, rather than vague formulas is beneficial for national administrators and applicants alike, as everyone knows where they stand. Member State legislators are also reassured since the Förster case, as mentioned above, that if they comply with the words of the Directive, their implementation and decisions taken based on it will not be second-guessed by the Court of Justice as they were in the past.

From this perspective, one way in which the Dano decision is “revolutionary” is that it constitutes a reversal of the system as it was previously understood, whereby Member States would engage on the “thorny path” of granting social benefits but then subsequently expelling EU citizens that become a burden on the social system of the host-Member State. Instead, Member States may now withhold equal treatment from “any category” of European citizens making use of their free movement rights. This is a valid critique, and indeed this Article will discuss in the following section some of the implications of the Court’s reasoning in terms of determining when an individual has sufficient resources and/or is an unreasonable burden. However, it should initially be emphasised that in Dano it was already established in the facts of the case that the applicant did not have a right to reside under the Directive. As such, the Court was merely called upon to ask whether these individuals should be entitled to rely on the principle of equal treatment under Art. 24. The Directive is clear that this provision is only available to those citizens “residing on the basis of this Directive”. Moreover, unlike Art. 6 residence which should not be lost “as long as they do not become an unreasonable burden”, Art. 7 residence is only valid “as long as they meet the conditions set out therein”. This approach would also conform with the analysis of whether individuals meet the conditions for permanent residence under Art. 16, para. 1. Lastly, it has to be questioned whether being able to make a claim for social assistance but having the possibility of it being rejected without losing a right to reside is really a worse situation for the individual in question, rather than automatically being entitled to social assistance only to subsequently find that granting this has resulted in their residence status being rescinded entirely and an expulsion order made against them?
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III. BEYOND STEP NO. 5 – THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE COURT’S CASE LAW

iii.1. The marginalization of the precariat and the Janus-faced approach of the Court

The five-step evolution explained above is for the most part judicially coherent and the increase in legal certainty can be seen as a positive development. Yet, there are certain consequences that are problematic. It cannot be emphasised enough that a direct consequence is the potential exclusion from legal residence and equal treatment of various vulnerable groups of EU citizens. A system that focuses almost exclusively on legal stay under Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38 will inherently have the same built-in bias for economically active and wealthier individuals as the Directive itself. Economically active individuals, as the original actors on the common and then internal market, have always had a privileged position over economically inactive EU citizens. This differentiation is deeply ingrained in EU free movement rights and leads to situations where EU law distinguishes between the “good” or “deserving” citizen, on the one hand, and the “bad” or “undeserving” ones, on the other hand. This means that the Directive falls short of being a tool for positive citizenship, or receptive solidarity, which argues that in order to achieve equality and fully realise social citizenship, individuals, particular more vulnerable groups of persons, require positive rights such as welfare entitlement. Instead, the conditional nature of Directive 2004/38 results in the potential exclusion from protection of those EU citizens who, in fact, would need protection the most. This arguably goes against the very idea of “citizenship” as a philosophical concept and the creation of “equality” between all fellow-citizens as one of its central tenets. EU citizenship, as Dmitry Kochenov writes, “virtually never protects the weak and the needy” based on their human needs alone. As such, it does not empower but merely informs the “dogmatic ideal of a good market citizen”. In a cruel irony, EU citizenship rights become available only for those “who do not need them and only when they do not need them”. This becomes even more problematic as, as other scholars have rightly pointed out, EU citizens falling foul of such strict conditionality will most likely be minority groups; women and disabled persons; and low-pay, marginal workers. In other words, those
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already on the margins of society are stigmatised even more as “undeserving” and stand to lose out most in terms of residence and equal treatment rights.

In practice, this doctrinally defensible stance may not just lead to the granting or denial of a social benefit but can result in unlawful residence and even social exclusion. This is particularly so because those who do not meet the requirements laid down in Directive 2004/38 will not only be denied equality, as regards access to social benefits, but can be held to fall outside the scope of EU law entirely if their social benefit claim is denied because their residence is deemed illegal under Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38. In some cases, these individuals will become “tolerated” citizens,\textsuperscript{112} who are not or cannot be expelled but whose legal status is, nevertheless, technically irregular. They may form a class of “illegal migrants, living unlawfully in other Member States without equal treatment guarantees.”\textsuperscript{113} This EU Lumpenproletariat\textsuperscript{114} has no right to residence and equal treatment, and even no rights under the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (Charter) as they fall outside the scope of application of EU law,\textsuperscript{115} a (non-)status so far unknown in EU law.

That being said, the denial of equal rights to access social assistance and problematic rights of residence to EU citizens who have never worked, have no intention to work and have no independent funds at their disposal, as in \textit{Dano}, is quite normal.\textsuperscript{116} Furthermore, criticism that the EU is a “rich person’s club” that only benefits the affluent few over the many is hardly a novel critique and omits the fact that the freedoms enjoyed by all EU citizens on the internal market go far beyond anything available in other legal regimes. Such developments do not signal that the Court has “abandoned” EU citizens, as is suggested.\textsuperscript{117} In fact, the exclusive focus on Directive 2004/38 by the Court has a Janus-face. Whilst \textit{Dano} and \textit{Alimanovic} can be seen as, on balance, \textit{reducing} the rights available to EU citizens, there are other cases wherein a strict application of the Directive actually leads to an \textit{increase} of rights for EU citizens. For example, in \textit{Metock},\textsuperscript{118} differentiations between family reunification and family formation, which were allowed under the pre-Directive Akrich case,\textsuperscript{119} were ruled out by the CJEU because such differentiations would not re-appear in Directive 2004/38. The EU legislator
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refrained from codifying the Akrich rule in Directive 2004/38 and, therefore, Member States were prohibited from applying it. Whilst Metock is mostly seen as a decision which fits with the classic paradigm of cases in which the CJEU gradually strengthens the rights of EU citizens, such analysis overlooks the decisive and exclusive dominance the Court awarded to rules and conditions contained in Directive 2004/38 in its judgment, particularly emphasizing the choices made by the EU legislator.

Another case which fits into this line is the recent case of Coman. This decision was widely applauded for recognising the rights of same-sex spouses, married in a Member State allowing for same-sex marriages, to travel and reside with their partner throughout the EU, including return to the home state. The Court reasons that Directive 2004/38, which applies in analogy in situations or return to the home state, would allow the Member States leeway as regards the recognition of “registered partnerships” entered into in other Member States only. The recognition of these are “subject to national law”. However, no such reference to national law is made in the Directive as regards the term “spouse”. The Court in Coman focussed solely on the wording of Art. 2 of Directive 2004/38, finding that Member States cannot rely on national legislation as regards the recognition of a marriage entered into in another Member State. The analogous and strict application of Directive 2004/38 is also beneficial for “returning citizens” who since its adoption have found that their conditions of entry “should not, in principle, be more strict than those provided for by Directive 2004/38”.

The fact that the Metock and Coman cases are simultaneously characterised as “rights-enhancing” judgments, while Förster, Ziółkowski, Dano and Alimanovic are seen as diminishing rights, but all, nevertheless, share Directive 2004/38 as the exclusive frame-
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work within which the Court establishes legal residence and integration, shows the Janus-faced results of the evolution of Court’s case law. On the one hand, access to rights is made stricter with reference to legal residence under Directive 2003/38 exclusively, while on the other hand, the reach of rights obtained when residence is legal under the Directive is increased. The Court is, in fact, building a legally certain and coherent system of assessing legal residence and access to rights for EU citizens based on the provisions of Directive 2004/38 alone, even if its application means some EU citizens lose out.

III.2. AUTOMATIC FINDINGS OF ILLEGALITY AND THE DEMISE OF INDIVIDUAL PROPORIONALITY ASSESSMENTS

The Court’s approach to interpreting Directive 2004/38 has been criticised for denying applicants individual proportionality assessments in their cases. This is particularly so when determining whether the burden placed by that specific EU citizen is “reasonable” or “unreasonable”. In this regard, the Court has completely departed from its individualistic test last used in Brey, which was held to be “unworkable” and redundant. Instead, it has opted for a more "systemic" test in Alimanovic, which asserts that that a single applicant for welfare benefits could “scarcely be described as an ‘unreasonable burden’, however, the accumulation of all the individual claims which would be submitted to it would be bound to do so”. In doing so, it has been claimed that the status of individual assessments is “radically downgraded”, and that proportionality/individual assessments have not been “set to work” as was the case in earlier cases. Charlotte O’Brien is strongest in her criticism claiming that the Court uses “a sledgehammer to crack an already cracked nut”, by deciding the cases without any regard given to sufficient resources or applying proportionality “at any stage” in either Dano or Alimanovic.

It is true that in both Dano and Alimanovic there was a distinct lack of individual assessment as to the position of the applicants at hand. However, in Dano the Court was merely determining whether those already deemed to be without sufficient resources, as the referring court had already established, could under the Directive rely on the principle of equal treatment to claim social assistance. In this situation, the Court did emphasise
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that her the financial situation should be specifically examined without taking into account the benefit claimed. The Court did not, however, feel the need to consider the reasonableness of Ms Dano’s burden. This omission is strange especially as Ms Dano is a stark example of an individual that is not entitled to social assistance or residence rights under EU law, as she only entered Germany to obtain social assistance despite the fact she did not have sufficient resources to claim a right of residence.

In Alimanovic, again, the Court did not assess the individual situation of the applicants, and nor did it test the German rule against the principle of proportionality after finding that it was in conformity with the wording of the Directive 2004/38. This approach differs indeed from earlier cases, such as Baumbast, which was decided under Art. 18 EC (now Art. 21 TFEU) and outside the scope of Directive 90/364. Back then, the Court held that any limitations to that Treaty right must be in accordance with the general principle of proportionality. In Alimanovic, however, the legal situation under Art. 45 TFEU received little attention. The Court held that the Directive itself established a system which considers various factors, guarantees a significant level of legal certainty and complies with the principle of proportionality. Whilst it is not clear just how many “various factors” Directive 2004/38 actually considers, the comparison between Alimanovic and Baumbast is not entirely appropriate. As explained above and unlike Directive 90/364, Directive 2004/38 has as its legal bases both Arts 45 and 18 TFEU, and sets minimum standards on EU citizens’ rights including retaining worker status, which the Member States cannot go below. A literal interpretation and application of this Directive should not be seen as disproportionate in the context outlined above. As such, the Court’s decision to apply the standards and conditions codified by the EU legislator based on several legal bases in Directive 2004/38 is a coherent interpretation of the rules in force. The message for the Member State remains the same since the Förster decision: a word-by-word implementation of the Directive will not be second guessed by the Court.

That is not to say that the lack of individual proportionality assessments is unproblematic. It carries the danger of endorsing, albeit tacitly, national systems which employ circular arguments permitting authorities to either block economically inactive EU citizens from obtaining certain social benefits, or at least allowing said authorities to sys-
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tematically check individuals’ residence status upon their application for social assistance. Every application for social benefits might, in such a situation, automatically lead to an assessment of legal residence of the applicant under Directive 2004/38, which in turn might lead to a finding of “illegal residence” under the Directive. As Daniel Thym notes, the Dano decision can be understood as meaning that “any recourse to social assistance pre-empts legal residence status”, as is the case in Germany. Indeed, without any kind of assessment of individual circumstances, the mere application for social assistance is potentially enough to exclude their eligibility for such benefits as this by itself demonstrates their lack of resources. Moreover, whilst Ms Dano was denied a SGB II (Jobseeker) benefit as she was not actively looking for work and only entered Germany in order to claim social assistance benefits, Alimanovic also concerned SGB II (Jobseeker) benefits, and yet the applicants who were actively seeking employment were again denied such benefits due to the exception contained in Art. 24, para. 2, of Directive 2004/38. This reasoning means that SGB II (Jobseekers) benefits are seemingly inaccessible to all economically inactive EU citizens.

Another clear example of this circular reasoning can be seen in Commission v. UK, which concerned the legality of the UK’s “habitual residence test”, that effectively imposes a right-to-reside test based on Art. 7 Directive 2004/38 upon claimants before granting Child Benefit and Child Tax Credit social benefits. The Commission claimed this legal test was not permitted under Art. 11, para. 3, let. c), of Regulation 883/2004, which imposed solely a factual test of residence. However, the Court found that Regulation 883/2004 does not harmonise the conditions for granting social security benefits, and that the UK right-to-reside test was an “integral part” of the eligibility criteria for these social benefits, which is outside the scope of the Regulation. Part of the Commission’s complaint was that by checking individuals’ residence status upon application for the benefits in question, this constituted “systematic checking” of individuals residence status, prohibited under Art. 14, para. 2, of Directive 2004/38. However, the Court disagreed with this. The decision has been criticised strongly by O’Brien, who claims that the UK procedures essentially mean that no economically inactive EEA migrant, who is applying for social benefits, can ever have a right to reside, because “any benefit application is deemed to dissolve any claim to self-sufficiency”. In other words, the mere
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application for social benefits results in a finding that the EU citizen in question does not have a right-to-reside under Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38. Furthermore, “there is no starting presumption of lawful residence, or starting position of citizenship-based eligibility that is then limited and in some cases checked”.\(^{151}\) In fact, the individual’s status is checked purely because they apply for such a benefit, meaning in effect there is actually a presumption of illegality. Given that a rejection of the social benefit results in the individual being outside the scope of application of the EU free movement rules,\(^{152}\) the UK system is likely to have a chilling effect on social benefit claims by economically inactive EU citizens, disproportionality affecting some of the most vulnerable persons in society.

**iii.3. The ever increasing scope of “social assistance” under Directive 2004/38**

The formalised approach of the Court and the new status of the Directive has also impacted upon the range of social benefits that can be subjected to a right-to-reside test on the basis of Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38. Directive 2004/38 itself only refers to “social assistance”, with “social security” benefits being coordinated by Regulation 883/2004 and its predecessors. Given that the 2004 Regulation as opposed to earlier versions, which only applied to workers, also applies to “the new category of non-active persons”,\(^{153}\) it was considered that Regulation 883/2004 would apply to anyone subject to the legislation of one or more Member States, regardless of economic activity.\(^{154}\) The Regulation was considered to be triggered by a factual test of residence, rather than a legal test of lawful residence.\(^{155}\)

The cases of Brey, Dano, Alimanovic and Garcia-Nieto all concerned “special non-contributory cash benefits”. Whilst not classified as “social security” in the strict sense, these benefits are included under Art. 70 of Regulation 883/2004, and are suggested to have the nature of both social security and social assistance.\(^{156}\) In these cases the Court rejected the European Commission’s initial argument that social assistance, and conse-
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quently right-to-reside tests on the basis of Directive 2004/38, could only be applied to social benefits not mentioned in Regulation 883/2004 and therefore outside its scope of application. Rather, it held that social assistance should have its own definition under EU law and that special non-contributory cash benefits met this definition. In the aforementioned Commission v. United Kingdom case, the Court was confronted with the application of a right-to-reside test to Child Benefit and Child Tax Credits. These were clearly not special non-contributory cash benefits but rather fell under Chapter 8 of Regulation 883/2004 on Family Benefits and “must be regarded as social security benefits”. However, the Court still held that there is “nothing to prevent, in principle, the grant of social benefits to Union citizens who are not economically active being made subject to a right to reside test”. According to the Court, the applicants failed to fulfil the conditions of entitlement of the benefit. The Court’s reasoning suggests that potentially any social benefit, so long as it has some characteristics of social assistance, such as being taxpayer funded or non-contributory in nature, can be subjected to a right-to-reside on the basis of Art. 7 of Directive 2004/38, regardless of the benefit’s classification under Regulation 883/2004.

The application of Art. 7 criteria to social security benefits has been criticised for undermining the political compromise at the heart of both pieces of legislation adopted in 2004, as well as the differentiation between the two types of social benefits that flow from it. Furthermore, in Commission v. United Kingdom the Court relies upon para. 83 of Dano and para. 44 of Brey to come to this conclusion. However, both cases concern special non-contributory cash benefits, which are a special category within Regulation 883/2004. The Court ignores the differentiation of benefits within the Regulation and applied them as if there was one general rule applicable to all social benefits. As a result, the conflation of the two legal instruments makes the equal treatment provision in Art. 4 of Regulation 883/2004 almost redundant. At the same time, the Court has made relying on the equality clause in Art. 24 of Directive 2004/38 difficult in cases involving applications for social security benefits for inactive EU citizens regardless of the status of the benefit in question under Regulation 883/2004. Potentially all applications for social benefits can be subjected to a right-to-reside test, with all problems attached to the circular application of such tests outlined in the previous section.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Contrary to what is sometimes claimed, this Article has made the argument that the Court is not working to “advantage the few, excluding the many”. Recognising that the Court is caught between a “rock and a (very) hard place”, and unable to please everybody, it has been shown that at least for the most part the Court’s reasoning is logical and judicially coherent. The development of legal residence and accessing social benefits has developed from the initial introduction of secondary legislation, to the establishment of Union citizenship, and the adoption and interpretation of Directive 2004/38 through five major steps. Where this Article departs from much other scholarly opinion is by asserting that, in fact, the major factor in the Court’s evolving approach is the adoption and subsequent implementation, application and interpretation of Directive 2004/38. In this respect, the Court is merely following its traditional method of interpreting EU rules by sticking to a formal, textual interpretation of the law following the adoption of secondary legislation. Criticism that the Court is re-establishing the dichotomy between economically active and inactive individuals often misses the point that these differences are clearly manifest in Directive 2004/38, which also adds categories of citizens who benefit from equal treatment without economic activity, such as persons with sufficient means and permanent residents. The Directive has been interpreted to create a closed system for the definition of legal residence whereby, with very limited exceptions, only residence that is considered lawful under the Directive itself will be accepted by the Court. Only legal residence as defined by the Directive can lead to permanent residence, as stated in Ziółkowski, and only such legal residence gives access to equal treatment with Member State nationals, as can be seen in Dano and Alimanovic. Yet, this exclusive reference to the Directive can also be beneficial for other groups of EU citizens, as for example the Metock and Coman cases have shown.

The reliance on Directive 2004/38 has changed the dynamics of law governing EU citizenship. First, as has been shown, the Court is building a coherent and simplified approach to rights enjoyed by EU citizens based on a strict interpretation of Directive 2004/38. This will increase legal certainty for applicants and national authorities involved in decision making. Second, by following the wording of the Directive and accepting literal implementations of the Directive by the Member States since the Förster case, the Court has achieved two things. It has assured Member States that their implementation of the Directive, if true to its wording, is safe from being second guessed by the Court on grounds of primary law. Member States can always provide more rights than prescribed by the Directive, however, they will not be forced to do so. In addition, the Court has taken itself out of the line of fire in the sensitive political discussions about access to social benefits for (economically inactive) EU citizens. It may be that the Court
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is suffering from “a certain degree of ‘citizenship exhaustion’ and has “put the brakes on a liberal interpretation of free movement rights”. After decades of acting as the motor for European integration in the field of EU citizenship, the Court might reasonably now believe that its job is done and that further developments have to be driven by all political actors in the new governance structures created by the Treaty of Lisbon. Moreover, it could be argued that the Court does not see the core of Union citizenship in residence and access to social welfare of economically inactive citizens, but in “constitutional principles” such as “the protection of fundamental rights, the development of democracy, and the Rule of Law”. Notwithstanding a poor attempt at playing politics by intervening in the Brexit debate by releasing the Commission v. United Kingdom judgment one week before the referendum, the Court seems much less willing to “legislate” in this area in addition to the European legislator. Instead, it persistently defers back to the words approved by Council and Parliament in Directive 2004/38. When compared to other issues connected to citizenship, such as the need to preserve the legal position and ensure the continuity of rights for the four million UK nationals and EU citizens potentially affected by Brexit, cases concerning social assistance claims by economically inactive citizens can seem marginal. Furthermore, the fully justified criticism of the law as it stands may be more wisely directed at the EU legislator, and future improvements to the precarious situation of Union citizens should be expected foremost from amendments and/or revisions to Directive 2004/38, as opposed to expecting developments to arise solely from the Court.
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